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1STRACT
This paper presents a two-dimensional structural analysis for
>. evaluation of a single core subassembly due to internal
erpressure associated with possible failure of fuel pins having
jh fission gas plenum pressure. Structural models are
/eloped for the subassemblies and their surroundings with
phasis on the critical physical aspects of the problem. With
se models the strains, deformations and the extent of
manent damage (plastic strain) to the subassemblies can be
sssed. The nonlinear structural analyses was performed with
Enite element program called STRAW (Structural Transient
spouse of Assembly Wrappers). This finite element program
pplicable to nonlinear large displacement problems.
lie results of this study indicate that the permanent
ormation (damage) is strongly influenced by the rise time
le to reach peak pressure) of the pressure pulse and the
ssure in the fuel pin. The rise time is influenced by the
ning time of the flow path for release of gas from the fuel
plenum. Several examples are illustrated with various rise

ss and pressure magnitudes and the resulting permanent
ormation of the hexcan wall.

ftODUCTION
le fuel assembly of a liquid-metal fast reactor consists of
•less steel tubes (that contain the fuel) assembled into groups
encased in hexagonal stainless steel structures called

ans. The fuel elements are separated by helical wire wraps,
the resulting voids and spaces between the subassemblies
3 as paths for the coolant. Because of the possible failure of
A rod, an understanding of the fuel-subassembly (hexcan)
anse to impulsive loadings is an important factor in the
y analysis of the fast reactor. Permanent deformation in the
gonal can may jeopardize the removability of the
ssembly and its subsequent handling.

To evaluate the safety of the subassembly with respect to
stress and deformation of the hexcan wall, it is necessary to
predetermine the pressure pulse. A previously developed
mathematical model is used to predict the pressure pulse on the
subassembly. When the fuel pins fail, a rapid release of plenum
gas is injected into the coolant between the pins and the gas
bubble propagates to the hexcan wall. The estimated pressure
time history on the hexcan wall is then used as input into the
STRAW finite element analysis.

PRESSURE PULSE ON THE SUBASSEMBLY
The pressure pulse on the subassembly wall (hexcan) has been

investigated both experimentally and analytically. Experimental
tests were performed at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) by
Koenig (1971) and Ruther et al. (1977). Around this time,
analytical predictions of the pressure pulse on the hexcan walls
were given by Chang et al. (1974), Kazimi (1976) and Srinivas
et al. (1977). Structural response of hexcans subjected to static
and dynamic pressure loadings were presented by Belytschko
(1974), Chopra (1976) and Marciniak (1976) and others.

Koenig (1971) tested a standard EBR-II hexcan by a rupture
tube within the hexcan. The tests were conducted using a
defected tube under pressurized helium. The tubes were made
of aluminum (0.25 in. OD by 0.035 in. wall and 24 in. long)
(0.64 cm OD by 0.089 cm wall and 61 cm long) and milled
(defect) with a 1/16 in. (0.16 cm) wide, 1 in. (254 cm) long
slots with depths of 0.032 in. (0.081 cm) and 0.033 (0.084 cm)
in. The tube and hexcan were submerged in water at room
temperature. The pressure in the hexcan (at the wall) was
measured and was about 12% to 17% of the plenum pressure.
Appreciable permanent hexcan deformations occurred with gas
volumes of about 8 cm3 at pressures of 1500 psi (10.3 MPa) to
2250 psi (155 MPa). With a hexcan pressure of 190 psi (1.3
MPa) (15% of 1250 psi plenum pressure) the permanent
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deformation of the hexcan wall was AD = 0.026 in. (0.07 cm),
and the same hexcan was retested with a hexcan pressure of 360
psi (2.5 MPa) (12% of 3000 psi plenum pressure) with an
additional 0.035 in. (0.09 cm) permanent deformation of the
diameter. In the tests by Koenig (Kazimi 1976) the plenum gas
was switched to argon and notched stainless steel tubes were
used. The ratio between the plenum gas pressure and the hexcan
wall pressure was in the range of 13% to 16% for most of the
tests.

Ruther et al. (1977) tested irradiated EBR-II (Experimental
Breeder Reactor-II at ANL-W) hexcans for permanent
deformation and fracture. The tests were conducted in a hot cell
to simulate the reactor conditions as closely as possible. A
notched stainless steel (Type 316) tube (failed fuel element) was
used in a cluster of simulated elements contained in a section of
an irradiated hexcan. Xenon gas was used to pressurize the
detscav.. tube and the hexcan was placed in sodium at 482°C.
The proof tests used a notch machined on the outer surface on
one of the mid-fleets (of the hexcan) to a depth of 45%, which
far exceeds previously observed flaws. The notch in the tube
(results in the burst pressure) and the notch of the hexcan were
aligned for the worst possible condition. Tests were conducted
up to a burst pressure of 4200 psi (29 MPa) and gas volumes of
10 cm3. The hexcan did not fracture and the maximum
permanent deformation was 0.008 in. (0.02 cm) at the notch in
the mid-flat.

Chang et al. (1974) presented a model to predict the pressure
pulse on a subassembly (hexcan) of fuel pins due to a rapid
release of gas from a failed pin into the sodium between the
pins. The hexcan is simulated by a rigid circular tube and liquid
flow inside the tube is assumed to be incompressible, inviscid,
and irrotational. A gas bubble along the centerline of the hexcan
is considered to be formed as a result of the gas release from the
plenum, and a pressure pulse on the subassembly wall on the
hexcan wall will result due to the liquid being accelerated by the
gas bubble. The gas bubble is assumed to grow spherically until
it touches the hexcan wall, and then expands as a cylinder with
hemispherical ends. The model predicts the pressure pulse and
decays very well with the assumed flow opening versus time
opening for aluminum tubes. When stainless steel tubes are used
(used for EBR-II) a different flow opening versus time curve has
to be developed.

Kazimi (1976) presented a model for the analysis of pressure
pulse generation due to the sudden gas release from failed pins
in a EBR-II type reactor. The pressure pulse magnitude was
found to be more sensitive to the internal pin pressure upon
rupture than to the rupture area or the compressed gas volume.
The model was tested against data available from the EBR-II
experiments by Koenig (1971). The model predicts the pressure
pulse magnitude but it overpredicts the rate of pressure pulse
decay observed experimentally. The ratio of the peak pulse
pressure to the internal pin pressure at rupture decreases as the
internal pin pressure increases. The ratio of peak pressure to
internal pin pressure increases slightly as the rupture area
decreases, but the energy associated with the pulse decreases.
The ratio of peak pressure to internal pin pressure increases
slightly as the compressed gas volume is increased.

Srinivas et al. (1977) presented a model for the calculation of
pressure pulses in hexcans due to discbarge of gas from a railed
fuel pin. In the model the analysis is divided into two stages.
The first stage is when the gas expands a spherical bubble with
the influence of the duct wall taken into account. At the end of
the first stage the spherical shape is lost and the gas is assumed
to expand axially as a column. The analysis involves solving the
continuity and momentum equations for the liquid
simultaneously with the energy balance equation for the gas.
Parametric studies of the bubble pressure and the pressure on the
hexcan wall were studied. The peak bubble pressure and the
peak pressure at the hexcan wall will increase: (1) as plenum
pressure increases, (2) as area of duct decreases, and (3) as area
of opening in the pin increases. The peak pressure increase
slightly with an increase in plenum volume and in duct length.

SUBASSEMBLY (HEXCAN) MODEL
A cross section of the hexcan with a detail of the corner is

depicted in Fig. 1 with dimensions. The finite element model is
given in Fig. 2 for two different meshes. All analyses of the
hexcans were assumed to be plane strain. The pressure loadings
are assumed to be axially symmetric and of sufficient length to
neglect axial effects. Figure 2 represents a 1/12 th, symmetric
segment plane strain finite element model of the isolated
subassembly cross section. Two meshes were analyzed in order
to observe the mesh effect on the permanent displacement
response of the mid-flat of the hexcan. The fine mesh has 49
elements and 50 nodes and the coarse mesh has 16 elements and
17 nodes. The fine mesh uses 3 elements to represent the corner
of the hexcan and the coarse mesh uses 1 element in the corner.

MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF 316 STAINLESS STEEL
The hexcans are constructed of 316 stainless steel and are

assumed to be annealed or 12% cold worked with an additional
13% cold working in the comers and reducing to 0% additional
cold working at a distance of 0.2 in. (0.51 cm) from the start of
the bend in the corner as indicated in Fig. 1. The cold working
is a result of the forming of the hexcan. A viscoplastic
constitutive modsl for 316 stainless steel was used to model the
stress-strain behavior and creep response. This model was
developed by Dimelfi and Kramer (1980) and uses a Voce
equation with a flow stress formulation. The plastic flow
behavior of annealed, unirradiated type 316 stainless steel is
described by the Voce equation, which has for form of

o = o, - (o, - oy) exp (-«,/«,) (1)

where a, is the yield stress of fully annealed, unirradiated
material; and o, is the saturation stress approached by the flow
stress a as er increases. The quantity e , is the hardness
parameter which is equal to the accumulated plastic strain. It is
assumed to represent other positive and negative contributions to
the strength, as well, such as prior cold work, irradiation
hardening, and softening due to annealing. Since aB oy and ec

are related to the initial work-hardening rate, which is insensitive
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to temperature and strain rate, only o, and o r are independent
material parameters with ec being dependent on o, and ar Both
a, and or are temperature and strain rate dependent functions
chosen so that at low strain rate, Eq. (1) reduces to the familiar
power law of thermally activated creep. Details of these
functional dependencies are summarized in the appendix of
Dimelfi and Kramer (1980).

The true stress-true strain response for annealed 316 stainless
steel at an operating temperature of 932°F (500 Q is given in
Fig. 3. An isotropic strain hardening relation is assumed for the
stress-strain response of the material. The values used in Eq. (1)
for 316 stainless steel at 932°F (500 Q are

o, = 174.4 ksi (788.8 MPa)
o r = 26.3 ksi (181.3 MPa)
e c = 0.27235 in./in. (0.27335 m/m).

At this temperature, the strain rate effect is nonexistent for
strain rates up to at least 20 in./in.-s. Thus, in all of the analyses
the stress-strain response is assumed to be independent of strain
rate and follows Eq. (1). Other material properties for the
analyses are assumed as

Young's Modulus = 23562 ksi (162545 MPa)
Poisson's ratio = 0.3
Mass Density = 7.35 x 10^ lbf-s'/in.4 (7855 kg/ra3)

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF HEXCAN RESPONSE
All of the structural analyses utilized the finite element

computer program STRAW. STRAW (Kulak et al. 1978;
Kennedy et al. 1980; Schreyer et al. 1983) is a nonlinear
structural-fluid and thermomechanical finite element program.
STRAW was originally developed for determining the structural
response of nuclear fuel subassemblies immersed in fluid
subjected to mechanical and/or thermal loads. Subsequently,
STRAW has evolved into a program with a wide range of
capabilities for nonlinear finite element analysis. STRAW is a
two-dimensional finite element program for problems with
material and geometric nonlinearities. It is applicable to the
transient and static analysis of structural and fluid-structure
systems. The finite element formulation is valid for large
rotations, large strains and material nonlinearities. A corotational
coordinate technique is used (each element being associated with
a coordinate system which rotates with that element). The
governing equations may be solved using an explicit or an
implicit time integration scheme. Flexural, continuum and
Lagrangian hydrodynamic elements can be used in both plane
and axisymmetric configurations. A quasi-Eulerian fluid element
is included to treat situations in which large motions of fluid are
expected. Thermal effects, both coupled and uncoupled, can also
be treated.

The explicit version was used for the analyses. The method
uses an explicit central-difference type of integration in time.
Lumped masses are used to represent the inertial properties of
the structure. An energy balance was monitored during the
simulation (external energy versus internal energy) to assure the

simulation is on dynamic equilibrium. All the simulations were
at least 0.1% or less in energy balance, which assures the
response is valid.

The meshes in Fig. 2 are comprised of beam elements and
each element has ten integration points, five through the
thickness and two sets at each end of the beam. The beam is
based on standard engineering beam theory, often known as
Euler-Bemoulli beam theory in which plane sections normal to
the midline remain plane and normal. The internal pressure
loading in Fig. 4 used Po = 500 psi (3.45 MPa); t, = 0.1 msec
(lxl0~* sec), tj = 2.0 msec with a total simulation time of 2.6
msec. The results of the mesh dependency are indicated in Fig.
5 for the mid-flat displacement of point A in Fig. 2. Both
meshes give essentially the same result, and the reason is that
the hexcan behaves to the internal pressure in a predominately
membrane response. As the pressure increases the structure will
deform into a cylindrical shape. Table 1 gives the time step
size, total number of time steps and the permanent deformation
of the hexcan at the mid-flat and at the corner. The mid-flat
displacement is the most critical displacement because this is the
potential location where the hexagonal can may jeopardize the
removability of the subassembly and its subsequent handling.
The deflection of the corner (pt. B of Fig. 2) is not important in
the removability issue and thus modeling at the corner of the
hexcan has no major effect in the mid-flat displacement. The
mesh displacements are shown in Fig. 6 with no magnification
and are essentially the same for the coarse and fine meshes.
Thus there is no mesh dependency in modeling of the hexcan
response subjected to uniform internal pressure.

The above analysis was extended by varying the pressure, Po

in Fig. 4 from 0 psi to 500 psi (3.45 MPa) and also varying the
rise time, t, in Fig. 4 for 0.1 msec, 0.5 msec and 1.0 msec. The
results of the analysis are given in Fig. 7 for the permanent mid-
flat displacement of the hexcan (pt. A in Fig. 2). As expected,
the shorter the rise time the larger the permanent displacement.
Thus the rise time is an important factor on the response of the
hexcan.

The effect of the tail time, ^ in Fig. 4 was analyzed for the
above rise time, t = 0.1 msec at pressures Po varying from 100
psi (0.69 MPa) to 500 psi (3.45 MPa). The value of tj was
analyzed for 2.0 msec (original analyses in Figs. 5, 6 and 7), 1.0
msec and 3.0 msec. The results of the analysis are given in Fig.
8 for the permanent mid-flat displacement of the hexcan. These
results seem to indicate that the tail time has little effect on the
permanent displacement. These results could be inferred from
the displacement time history in Fig. 5. The maximum
displacement is reached at about twice the rise time and thus the
post peak behavior of the pressure has little effect on the
displacement. This is because by this time the inertial effect of
the structure is overcome and the unloading has only secondary
effects on the response.

Another aspect to consider is the additional amount of cold
working on the hexcan. This could come about through
irradiation hardening or simply a change in material. The effect
of 12% cold working on the hexcan response in Fig. 7 was
analyzed and the results are presented in Fig. 9. The additional
cold working is added to the hardness parameter, ep in Eq. (1)
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Table 1. Hexcan Mesh Displacements

Mesh

Fine

Coarse

Time Step
(sec)

1.028 x 10*

7.95 x 10-*

Total
Number
of Steps

252858

32704

Permanent
Mid-Flat

Displacement
(in.)

0.12083

0.12014

Permanent
Comer

Displacement
(in.)

-0.03314

-0.03408

for the stress-strain response with 12% cold working. The effect
of cold working essentially reduces the amount of permanent
deformation. Thus the larger amount of cold working, the lower
the permanent deformation of the hexcan. This behavior will be
a benefit in regards to a fresh hexcan when cold worked material
is used, but with hexcans that are irradiated (causes hardening),
the additional swelling that will occur could easily offset this
benefit of lower permanent deflections.

HEXCAN RESPONSE WITH A PRESSURE PROTECTION
TUBE

When the permanent displacement of the mid-flat is too large,
one design alternative is to add a pressure protection tube. The
pressure resistance of the tube greatly increases (order of magni-
tude) the allowable internal pressure from a fuel pin rupture.
The finite element mesh of this setup is depicted in Fig. 10 for
a 1/12 th symmetric segment plane strain finite element model.
The pressure protection tube is located inside the hexcan with an
internal radius of 0.96 in. (2.44 cm) and a thickness of 0.1025
in. (0.26 cm). The STRAW code (Kennedy 1980) is used with
the quasi-Eulerian fluid structure intciaction. The model is
comprised of 16 beam elements for the tube, SO fluid elements
for the sodium in between the tube and the hexcan and 16
elements for the hexcan (which is similar to the coarse mesh in
Fig. 2). The center line of the beam elements are shown, with
the fluid acting on sliding interfaces which are attached to the
outside of the tube and the inside of the hexcan. The sodium
flow is treated as inviscid at the walls. The sodium properties
at 932°F (500 C) are: mass density of 7.721 x 10s psi (4054
MPa) and bulk modulus of 5.88 x 105 psi (4054 MPa). The
fluid will transmit the pressure from the tube to the hexcan.
This study was done in order to ascertain if the fluid will
transmit a stress shock wave to the hexcan. The internal
pressure loading in Fig. 4 was used with t{ = 0.1 msec and tj =
2.0 msec with the pressure being applied to the inside of the
tube. The permanent mesh displacements for a 12% cold
worked hexcan and tube under 7500 psi (51.7 MPa) internal
pressure is depicted in Fig. 11. The resulting pressure at the
center of each element in the sodium is illustrated in Fig. 12 at
0.2 msec, note that the top of the bounding box has a value of
7500 psi (51.7 MPa) which is the maximum applied pressure.
The results of the analysis for annealed 316 stainless steel tube
and hexcan and 12% cold worked 316 stainless steel tube and

hexcan are given in Fig. 13. The results indicate at least an
order of magnitude in allowable pressure for the permanent mid-
flat displacement when compared to the analyses of the hexcan
alone. With the addition cold working of 12%, the curve in Fig.
13 is shifted about 3000 psi (20.7 MPa), and essentially doubles
the pressure at which permanent deformation in the hexcan
begins. The response of the model indicates that most of the
pressure pulse is absorbed by the strain energy in the tube and
the rest is passed through the sodium and is absorbed by the
strain energy in the hexcan deformation.

CONCLUSIONS
With the previous works of Chang et al. (1974), Kazimi

(1976) and Srinivas et al. (1977), the internal pressure acting on
the hexcan wall can be estimated. With the pressure history
from these analyses, the permanent deformation of the hexcan
can be determined from the types of analyses presented in Figs.
7, 8, 9 and 13. The trends of these analyses indicate that the
major factors in permanent deformation of hexcan are the peak
pressure, rise time to the peak, the amount of cold working in
the material, and the irradiation hardening of the material. There
seems to be a lesser dependency on the post peak pressure
behavior of the pressure transient (tail time). When
deformations of the mid-flat are too large, one design alternative
is to use a pressure protection tube inside the hexcan which will
absorb most of the energy of the pressure pulse.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1 Cross-Section of Subassembly

2 Finite Element Model of Hexcan

3 True Stress-True Strain of 316 Stainless Steel

4 Internal Pressure Time History

5 Mid-Flat Displacement Time History

6 Hexcan Mesh Displacements

7 Permanent Deformation vs. Pressure for Various Rise Times

8 Permanent Deformation vs. Pressure for Various Tail Times

9 Permanent Deformation vs. Pressure for Various Rise Times

10 Finite Element Model of Pressure Protection Tube Influence

11 Mesh Displacements

12 Sodium Fluid Pressure

13 Permanent Deformation vs. Pressure for Pressure Protection Tube
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